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Introduction

Happy Birthday to me. 

Seriously. That’s why you’re getting this prime piece of valuable content for so darn cheap. 

40 feels like a big deal to me. 

So my big deal means you get a big deal. This ain’t no anemic little top Ten Twitter List. 

Forget Twitter. Forget Facebook. I’m not even going to touch them because you already know 
about them, and Tumblr and Google+ and LinkedIN and all the usual suspects. 

You already know about all of them... but what are you actually doing with them?

How are you promoting your artist brand? How are you sharing your unique personality and 
vision as an artist? (That’s your artist brand.)

These are the beginnings or what will set you apart from other artists - your unique YOU-ness.

Bring your vision and unique perspective to bear on all your promotional materials. Your purpose 
as an artist is to allow your expression its truest voice. 

Your purpose as an art marketer is to bring that same expression and joy into your promotional 
materials - so that your audience doesn’t just get the art - they get the meaning of the art too.

I’ve got a list that will give you months, if not years of promotional ideas to experiment with. 

I’ve got some ideas - you bring the shiny brightness. You’re welcome.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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1.WIP

(works in progress) - duuuh. Of COURSE, works in progress, EVERYONE does that.

But do yours with your flavour.

This is a tease, right? You want to titillate, not satisfy - so just give them a bit. 

Show a corner, or high definition detail of a corner or post in black and white or shift the hue or 
apply a cheesy Instagram filter. 

Try some photographic lens-open effects and record yourself working on the piece... There’s a 
tonne of ways to post interesting WIP - you just want to keeps yours fresh.

Keep it fresh so that when you finally post the final - it’s a vibrant reveal of “wow”, not a replica 
of 4 other similar shots that went out that week.

2. Share

Share posts and pics about your favourite materials, techniques or processes. Share with your 
audience what gets you excited with your art.

Your audience cares about how you make your art. Your collectors care about your process and 
what gets you fired up and engaged about what you do.

Share your excitement about your work - that in turn will engender excitement about your art in 
the community. 

You don’t have to show everything - but a sneak peek behind the curtain is very VIP and very 
rewarding.

Stefan Herda makes homemade dyes and paints from berries and sticks that he finds around 
his neighbourhood. He made some small videos capturing the process of the homemade dyes 
catalyzing and alchemically changing as they interacted and dried.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://www.stefanherda.com/
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They were fascinating. AND they encourage a loyalty to his work. 

He’s given us a special invitation to witness something private and extraordinary. 

3. Video

If you believed the social media marketing gurus, video is going to change the world, make you a 
millionaire and cure cancer while it’s not actively making all your dreams come true. 

Obviously, this is crap… BUT, video is really powerful - especially for any business that is 
visually oriented, like art. 

YouTube is free and it is the second largest search engine after Google. Create a channel, brand it 
to your artist brand and start sharing videos. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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Art tips on my video flow!

You can share videos about:

~a slideshow of your current work

4. Slideshow / video of an in progress series or process like Stefan did. 

5. Slideshow / video of your archive - told as a story in visual of your progress as an artist.

6. Slideshow / video of all your currently available work with prices. 

You can create a montage of current work or a montage of you working on the work or a short 
video of your sketches or colour prelims… or whatever. 

Don’t underestimate the fascination of being able to voyeuristically watch an artist create beauty. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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You are MAGNETIC. Seriously. You are. Use it.

Most artists that I work with, constantly undermine their own magnetic ability to fascinate their 
audience with their acts of creation. As an artist you are IN it, so you don’t SEE it. It’s the same 
way How It’s Made can keep you watching a program about bubblegum - human beings are 
innately curious. We want to know - and your audience wants to know how you create the beauty 
that you do. Show them. 

(Does anyone remember the films on Polka Dot Door about assembly lines and how pop bottles 
are made and then filled with pop and end up at your house? Those were great. Same addictive 
type of premise - you want to see it through to the end.)

7. Tell a story. 

This goes hand in hand with the videos especially - but is true for all of your promotional 
material. Telling a story around your art is always more engaging. 

Create a promo story around your art for the web. Consider it like a “theatrical trailer” for your 
art or your upcoming event. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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Kickstarter creators do this all the time. They create a video around their product and their story 
to try and engage and convince the audience to support their widget and get it funded. 

Do this with your art. 

Create a promo story with your art - create “cliff hanger” endings to keep bringing people back. 

“Feature” a piece or several pieces of art and explain your artist statement through those 
particular artworks. 

Video requires a bit of theatrics - there must be excitement and passion in the performance or 
else it’s just a terrible waste of time. 

But as an artist - you must practice being able to transfer or explain and express the excitement 
you have about your artwork. You HAVE to learn how to do this effectively, because that is the 
essence at the core of your art work - the excitement and joy of creating and how that makes you 
feel more alive. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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The Dial Corporation, Proctor and Gamble and other soap manufacturers created daily soap 
operas in the 30’s as a way to get women to listen to their soap commercials. Seriously.

They created ongoing serial stories for radio that were open-ended to keep drawing the women 
back to find out what happens next… AND hear about how great Ivory is at getting out grass 
stains. 

This type of method is a great model to use for comics and webcomics - they’re perfectly suited. 

But YOU have a story. An artists story - you could create a bio-type of story that features your art 
and also works as a CV or artist bio about your growth. 

Make it interesting. Make it theatrical. Make us care about it. 

8. Online art or technique demos. 

This is a no brainer and is a great way to gain influence and spread your expertise. Make sure 
you’re creating time to promote your art and include contact information about where your art 
can be purchased. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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9. Guest Post 

Guest post on popular websites and leverage their beautiful levels of traffic. 

I wrote a whole giant article about that and you can find that here. 

10. Ask for interviews. 

This is a hard one for most artists to do, but it doesn’t have to be. You’re not approaching The 
New Yorker to do an interview on you - scout out same interest blogs and websites that write 
about your particular niche and approach them with an interview idea. 

Is there something special about what you’re doing that would speak to their audience? Offer 
the idea. They may not take you up on it or they may have ideas to change the format or subject 
matter slightly, but if you’ve done your research properly - it’s likely that you’ll be granted the 
interview. 

Keep this in mind - you’re not asking for charity. You’re offering a strong idea for content for 
their blog or show or website. Being offered content ideas is greatly appreciated when your job is 
to constantly create NEW CONTENT. 

Always remember that you’re approaching people to offer value to their community and 
endeavours. This helps you too, but you have to frame your dialogue in a way that highlights 
how what you offer helps THEM. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://us2.campaign-archive2.com/?u=7bd8b4bd6920f7f9164dcb7e6&id=304e80b80a
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11. Make a podcast. 

Interview other artists. Or manufacturers or suppliers. Or gallery owners. Or some other area of 
the industry that fascinates you. 

Bobby Chiu helped boost his own profile by creating a lot of interviews with the creators that he 
love from the animation and comic industry. Creating the interview situation allowed him to talk 
to artists that he admired and wanted to learn from. 

It gave him access to creators because he was providing value for others and not just wanting to 
expand his own knowledge. 

Sharing will always be a win. Being helpful and generous with what you know will always 
grease wheels and open doors quicker than being a selfish douche bag. 

My tip to you. :D

12. Promote other Artists. 

Share information about events and opportunities. 

Your first inclination may be to keep a call for submissions or an event opportunity to yourself. 
It’s that golden rule thing again - if you want to hear about opportunities and possibilities in the 
art world - share what you know. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://www.imaginismstudios.com/index.php
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This is what it’s like to promote & help others on the art path.

If you’re known in your circle as one who shares freely, you’ll gain trust and be the recipient 
of information in return. This is how we work as humans and this is how the world is set up… 
naturally. 

I know, there’s always going to be some jerkasaurus who takes, takes, takes and never offers 
anything in return… but we learn who those people are and they tend to alienate groups over and 
over again. 

Let them become alienated - you just keep being the awesome, open sharing person that you are. 

ericomix.spreadshirt.com

OMG – this is a real thing! I thought it was just something I said. NOPE.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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In the same way you share opportunity - share praise. If you think an artist has created something 
stunning - let them know. 

You know how different it is to receive positive feedback from another artist. There’s a different 
level of gratitude involved. Share that. It’s sewing seeds of collaboration and appreciation. 

You never know what your sunshine now will make grow later. 

You are a big ball of sunshine (with a side of coffee… or weird chocolate milk.)

13. Create a visual archive image of your art progress. 

I wrote a post about that here. You can use that in offline promotion as well. http://
lezleydavidson.com/make-an-art-archive-image-as-a-promo-tool/

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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14. Join HARO 

- that’s Help a Reporter Out. Twice a day HARO sends out requests for experts in a variety of 
fields. If you’re available and quick to respond you can be featured in news and magazines all 
over the internet, offline and right across the globe. 

15. Participate in online groups.

Paricipate in message boards and forums in your niche. Wet Canvas is a big one for artists. 
LinkedIn has a lot of active groups to choose from. 

The key here is to go beyond art and artists and start participating in online communities around 
the “cross-sell” subject matter of your art. 

I’ll use the marina and boating example from my Offline Marketing episode on my podcast. If 
you paint marinas and boats and seascapes - get involved in message boards and groups around 
that subject matter. Presumably you’re already invested in the niche or you wouldn’t be painting 
it and you’ll have a unique perspective to offer as an artist. You participate in the groups and 
forums by providing value, building relationships and softly offering your services - like boat 
portrait and marina commissions. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://www.helpareporter.com/
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16. Forums 

If you’re interested in growing the teaching side of your art biz, offer specific answers art 
questions on Quora or Wet Canvas. 

For any forum-style promotion, make sure you are soft-sell and are offering value first. Make 
sure in the signature portion of your forum profile you have a link to your website or contact 
information so that when you DO pique someone’s interest they can immediately contact you 
without having to hunt for your info. 

17. Regularly Post 

Post regularly on all your social media sites, links and promos to your art, to your opt-in, to sale 
or promotional items and to your events and gallery and conventions. 

And not just once. Repeatedly. 

Most of us feel that once is enough - it’s out there, you don’t want to be spammy. Sure, I 
appreciate that… but ONCE is NOT enough. Every couple days, send out a link to something 
that you want to promote. You think you’re sending out too often, but no one is seeing all your 
posts. We’re all interested in a tonne of different stuff, or we’re not online when you post your 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
www.quora.com/
www.wetcanvas.com/
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link or Facebook decided to not show us your post in our feed.

There are a dozen different ways we missed your promotional links. 

Once I got over the fear of being perceived as too spammy I started scheduling a promotional 
link every THIRD link that I posted on social media. I believe in what I’m offering. It’s really 
good and helpful information and I want to let people know that it’s available.

Since I’ve been doing that I’ve noticed a spike in my sign-ups and sales every time a link gets 
published. There are more hits on my site, more eyes on my products, more sales of my stuff, 
more sign-ups to my mailing list. Win. Win. Win. 

Publish links to your stuff more often. 

18. Create a Facebook ad. 

Yep, paid advertising - it has it’s place. I wrote a piece about several options, including Facebook 
ads. If you can afford $50 - try it out. You need to start investing in different ways to get the 
eyeballs you want on your art. This is one way.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://lezleydavidson.com/oh-crap-advertising/
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19. Create a promotion “herd”. 

This is a group of 3 - 5 friends or acquaintances that are like-minded about promoting their art 
biz. 

Come on Dolly, share our posts on Twitter…

Basically what you’ll be doing is making sure that whenever anyone in your “herd” posts a link 
or a new artwork or article or event or whatever, that you ALL will like, comment, share, retweet 
or whatever is necessary to get that news passed around to a larger audience. 

EVERYONE must participate. 

20. Opt-in

Offer a free wallpaper or digital download in exchange for people signing up for your mailing 
list. 

If you don’t already have one, set up a mailing list. Seriously. If people come to your website 
and love what you do - give them a way to hear from you when you have new work or events or 
news going on. 

So there’s the Online Edition of 40 for 40. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/33-days-of-mailchimp-info/
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The Essential Guides

The Essential Guides are a collection of art skills and art marketing articles that are heavy on 
content information, but light on the wallet. They are useful, step-by-step all priced at $4.99 
(USD) or less! (The Kindle Editions are a little more.)
Available as PDF downloads, they can be read on all kinds of devices, including smart phones, 
iPads and the Kindle.
40 for

“WTF is a JPEG?” How to Get Your Art Web Ready?

Photographing your art for the promotion and growth of your art biz doesn’t have to be an 
expensive, traumatic headache.
I hear from artists regularly who are ready to move forward with their career and exposure, but 
don’t have quality pictures of their art to work with.
Too many of them get stopped there and stay there because they don’t have thousands of dollars 
to spend on professional photographs… and they don’t know how to do it themselves.

There’s nothing magical about getting your art web ready.

You can TOTALLY do this.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/essential-guides/
http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/wtf-is-a-jpeg-pdf/
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“40 for 40” Offline Edition: 20 Promotional Ideas for Artists

The offline edition of Promotional Ideas for Artists.

This works in the real life. Oooh, the real.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/essential-guides/
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Introduction

Offline. The “real” world. This is where things get serious.

Well... Kind of.

The thing with offline promo and marketing is that the connection &/or rejection is often 
immediate and powerful.

If your art or personality or self hood rubs someone wrong way, there’s nothing that’s going to 
change that. 

That’s just the way it is.

But it works the same the other way. Your self hood or your art could just click and you’ve just 
stumbled upon your greatest fan.  

The Internet provides a bit of a buffer. Even if you are using you own name, it take longer to 
build trust on the Internet.

Offline marketing requires you to do more in person networking, more direct person to person 
asking and have more courage in just straight up asking people to work with you on promotional 
projects.

The risks may seem bigger, but the returns to offline, in person events are significant and can 
create in your audience a previously unknown level of loyalty.

A lot of illustrators and comic artists make a point of attending cons and doing signings and 
sketches for their audience, strictly because it grows their audience and strengthens brand loyalty.

Nothing can beat the power of the real world.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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1. Ask your mailing list for a snail mail address.

I wouldn’t put this on your sign-up form, but after a few months of receiving mail from you and 
you’ve had a chance to build some trust - create an auto responder that will automagically send 
out an email asking for those that are interested, to add their snail mail address to their profile.

Then you can send out periodic snail mail items to their for real mailboxes. Things like post 
cards, cards, thank you’s, catalogues, event invites.

Keep event invites restricted to geographically close areas to the event. There’s nothing more 
annoying than being invited to an event that’s on the other side of the country.

This is a great reason to use an email software program like MailChimp that can segment your 
list by geography.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/33-days-of-mailchimp-info/
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2. Guerilla Street Tactics

This is better used in urban centers and public transit situations.

You can create some sort of “leave behind” like a flyer or a comic or illustration or little card or 
business card (but not just a business card) or something that would be fun for someone to “find” 
on the bus or subway or bench or where ever you want to leave them in the city. 

You could design a theme and maybe leave illustrated flyers in places with historical 
significance. 

I met an artist that would post illustrated flyers in specific locations in Toronto. He would 
write and illustrate the story about that particular location’s “underground” history that wasn’t 
evidenced in the history books. They were fascinating, and drove traffic and interest to his 
website. 

This kind of Guerilla Street tactic requires a sense of fun, randomness and a commitment to the 
long-term continuation in order to see any return. 

I’ve found some really fun random stuff on the TTC – once I found a Happy Valentines.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://missingplaque.tao.ca/posters.html
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There’s not a great deal of targeting when you’re leaving a comic or zine behind on the bus – so 
your results are going to be sketchy. It’s the commitment to the fun and synchronicity that can be 

most addicting – you never know where your art is going to end up!

Be really clear about your “brand” when you’re sending these out into the world. Be consistent 
with your ‘voice’. If you’re more of a still life / golfing / wildlife kind of artist, this probably isn’t 
going to work well for you. 

As an illustrator, comic artist, edgier, more urban creator – street tactics may be a fun promo 
option to consider. 

Consider creating a ‘story arc’ of comics or illustrations or postcards that is part of your leave 
behind. Number them 1/7 (or whatever) and leave them on the same route. This will engage the 
human desire to collect them all. (Seriously. We are collectors by nature and any time you can 
engage a collection or series in your art – you’ll sell more). 

Make sure your name and contact information is prominent on your leave behinds, and I 
definitely recommend using copies, NOT originals.

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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3. Community Projects 

Max Zorn created the Stick Together community street project, which sees his handmade tape 
art stickers go out into the world, all over the globe and stuck onto outdoor street lamps and 
windows. 

This kind of thing is a fantastic way to connect and engage with your audience all over the world 
and get them involved and active in your art. Anytime you can train your audience to spread your 
message is a win. 

What’s important about this kind of project for maximum benefit is that it must be stressed 
that the work needs to be put out IN PUBLIC. This isn’t a request for art that is then kept by 
individuals. 

It’s a sharing of your art with the public to beautify spaces, connect people and spread YOUR art 
and name, exposure and presence. 

Ideally the pieces that you send out all over the world will be original. Max Zorn bases his 
stickers on a few designs, but each one is hand made. You may consider something similar. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
http://lezleydavidson.com/max-zorn-feature-friday-artist/
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4. Charity and Community Events

Add your art / art skill as a product / service to an event or charity.

Maybe offer a piece of art or commission as an auction piece with part or all of the proceedings 
going to charity. You could organize a whole event around auctioning off pieces of your art with 
a percentage going to a charity of your choice. 

Some of the Toronto area comic artists offered “Bad Portraits” for $2 in support of charity. Your 
$2 got you a very funny, cartoonish “bad” portrait of yourself. 

You could offer a class / workshop / demo to a library or event in exchange for table space to 
promote and sell. 

Always consider offering to participate in or develop an original panel discussion associated with 
your art. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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5. Classes and Art Retreats

Lots of artists supplement their income teaching workshops and seminars. Take it to the next 
level and you can organize an art retreat into cottage country or possibly organize and lead a 
group of artists through Tuscany, Breton or the English countryside. 

I know several artists that regularly finance their art travels to other countries by taking and 
teaching a group of artists interested in participating in an overseas art intensive. 

There are discounts on airfare and accommodations when you’re booking a group and it is a 
great way to increase your exposure and expand your own art horizons without being out of 
pocket yourself. 

http://lezleydavidson.com/landing/ebooks-courses-2/
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6. Host your own art show. 

Stage a solo show in your studio or living room. Move all your furniture into the bedroom, get 
some wine and appetizers, throw on some background music and hang all your current work for 
sale. 

Yay – my first art show at home. Lol

Prepare to hold a small interactive art demo or some other “presentation” moment. 

This is invite only to your best clients and will be one day or evening for 4 or 5 hours at most. 

This creates and intimate, trust-building event as is great for giving your customers the special 
VIP treatment. 
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If you’re worried about no one showing – invite some good friends and family over as well. That 
way, if no one shows, it’s still a fun night with people you love.

7. Cross-sell art on consignment at related venues. 

Maybe your local marina would be interested in displaying your seascape and boat-related 
paintings in their lobby. 

Have all your contact information clearly visible on each piece and leave some info postcards or 
flyers behind with the desk clerks. 

You could arrange for the establishment to handle the sale with a percentage of the purchase 
price as a commission or have all interest directed to your contact information. 
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8. Join an art group and enter the juried shows and members exhibitions. 

Part of promo and exposure is connection to your own community to ensure that you are in the 
loop to hear about upcoming opportunities.

Show in as many shows, art fairs, and conventions that you can. You have to do them to 
determine whether they’re suitable for your artwork. 

You can’t gain more exposure for your art without showing your art.   

9. Participate in artist residencies. 

These are opportunities to become a visiting artist at another studio or school and work closely 
with their team and expert artists. The expectation is a sharing of expertise that adds to the skill 
set of all the artists involved. 

Residencies are often published in trade and group publications and look great on your CV. 
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10. Show in unexpected places – cafes, restaurants, bakeries, cafes, book stores, coffee shops, 
art supplies store, framers, comic book shop… if you like it, consider it. 

They retailer is often happy to bring more people into their location, providing it isn’t costing 
them much more to host the event. 

You could consider just hanging the work if the retailer is hesitant about having a gathering in 
recognition of the event. 

Again, first and foremost, have all your contact information clearly visible near the hanging work 
and have a take away flyer or postcard available. 
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11. Cross-promote to a niche. 

Do you paint erotic art? Approach a local adult shop about a special night of erotic art and body 
painting.

Are you a wildlife artist and animal enthusiast? Approach a zoo or conservation authority to pitch 
an awareness project featuring your art. 

Aren’t little red panda the cuuuutest?

You could involve a local school or art group and create an art and environmental collaboration 
around an area of need or concern in the neighbourhood. Stage a show to promote awareness and 
invite local media to attend.
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12. Think local first. 

You can get a lot more media coverage when you’re spending your energies close to home. 

Always think of the promotional event as a win/win. Your art adds value to a venue and event but 
it also has to provide value to the hosts, retailers and their target market. 

Scope out your local newspaper and mark the annual events that are hosted and promoted by the 
city or municipality. Visit the events and make a list of how you could use your art as a way to 
deliver value to the event and how you could leverage the audience. 

13. Volunteer to run a seminar or workshop with your local art group. 

Film the seminar and put it online. You could do this at your local library or community centre as 
well. 

Consider local nursing homes and active seniors living centers for opportunities to combine 
teaching/workshops and holding exhibitions and auction of your work. 
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14. Volunteer to help at shows and juried events in your community.

Promotion and networking isn’t always about pushing your own work forward. It’s about 
becoming involved in your artist community, meeting new artists and creating new opportunities. 

15. Submit articles.

Similar to guest posts online – submit articles and art features to the monthly newsletters 
published by your art group.

Approach your local paper to submit monthly or periodical articles about the noteworthy art 
events in your community.
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16. Print a catalogue.

Print a catalogue of the story of your art career so far. Include all your work available and maybe 
some past commissions and work sold or work that has received special awards.

This can be a bit costly, but can be a good if you’ve got a considerable inventory of work 
available. 

It’s also good to plan this type of publication when you’ve got a lot of upcoming shows and 
events. You don’t want to have a gross of these sitting around. 

You can send the catalogues to your best clients as a thank you and to encourage them to get 
excited about a piece they haven’t seen yet. 

The catalogues should have high production values, but can be printed off a few at a time 
through digital print on demand services which will be far less costly then pre-paying for an 
offset run of 1000 or more. 
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17. Seasonal Displays.

Scout local businesses to display your work in store or in the front window. This is especially 
effective if you work in seasonal or holiday styles and can co-ordinate a series of paintings to be 
used over a holiday season. 

Hugo Boss needs a painting on their wall.

Once again, make sure your contact information is clearly visible on or near the artwork on 
display and that you leave information postcards or flyers with the retailer to give to interested 
customers.
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18. Consignment 

Approach local higher end furniture and home décor stores and offer your art on consignment for 
their walls and in conjunction with their showroom presentation. 

Theme work by colour and style and create series of 3 or 4 before you make these kinds of 
contacts. 

Make sure you have replacements ready for one or two pieces if they sell as individuals in the 
series, or conversely you have another whole series of 3 or 4 pieces ready to go if the entire 
series sells. 

19. Connect to realtors. 

Connect to local realtors and offer your art to be used in the staging of new or model homes. 

Getting in with realtors can be a really lucrative market. They have access to a lot of potential 
buyers and tend to be very knowledgeable about the local market. 

Connect to realtors who lease business units as well for office or professional use. They may 
have need of beautiful art on the wall or for staging also.

And while I’m talking about professional space – don’t be afraid to ask your doctor or dentist 
if they’d be interested in displaying any of your art in their waiting rooms. Some professional 
suites have terrible art on the walls and something bright and uplifting can change the whole 
energy of the place. 

I feel like a broken record, but make sure that all your contact info is clearly visible on or near 
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the work and that you provide the realtor and the model home location with plenty of printed 
contact information material.

20. Contact local colleges 

Contact colleges that provide interior design and/or event planning programs. Approach the 
instructors of those programs to offer your work in student staging and event planning at the 
education level. 

Not every idea is going to resonate with your interests, but there are going to be a few sure hits 
on this list that you will have to PUT INTO PRACTICE to make work. 

The number one way I see artists not succeed, is by not working their promotional plan. 

Go get ‘em and good luck!! 
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The Essential Guides

The Essential Guides are a collection of art skills and art marketing articles that are heavy on 
content information, but light on the wallet. They are useful, step-by-step all priced at $4.99 
(USD) or less! (The Kindle Editions are a little more.)
Available as PDF downloads, they can be read on all kinds of devices, including smart phones, 
iPads and the Kindle.

“WTF is a JPEG?” How to Get Your Art Web Ready

Photographing your art for the promotion and growth of your art biz doesn’t have to be an 
expensive, traumatic headache. I hear from artists regularly who are ready to move forward with 
their career and exposure, but don’t have quality pictures of their art to work with. Too many of 
them get stopped there and stay there because they don’t have thousands of dollars to spend on 
professional photographs… and they don’t know how to do it themselves.

There’s nothing magical about getting your art web ready.You can TOTALLY do this.

You can also find the other half of “40 for 40” Online Edition in 

The Essential Guides Collection.
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